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Introduction
I’m proud to introduce the seventh edition of Aware, the annual publication of writing by
members of Chorley and District Writers’ Circle.
Our members have varied interests and write short stories, novels, plays, poetry and non-fiction.
Aware can’t quite reflect all that, but it does showcase many of our passions.
As a group, we meet every month, and as well as feedback sessions we also have guest speakers,
writing bursts and workshops. In 2011, one of our workshops was about flash fiction. Flash
fiction has become very popular, and this year we held our annual competition with flash fiction
as the writing form and urban myths as the theme. The winning entries and all the shortlisted
stories are included in this edition.
It’s good to note that since we started holding competitions in 2008, every year one of our Circle
members has carried off a prize. As the winning entries are judged independently, that’s no small
feat. Well done this year to committee member Heather Carey who won second prize.
One other of our members deserves a special mention here. Brian Preece, who originally attended
the writers’ circle as his wife Pat’s chauffeur where he discovered his own talent for writing, this
year shared with us a further talent, for art. All the drawings throughout Aware edition 7 are by
Brian, and I’m sure you’ll enjoy them as much as the writing they illustrate.
Finally, in November 2011 we changed both our web address and the website:
www.chorleywriters.org.uk
A simpler version of the previous site, it should be easier to use for members and visitors alike.
Enjoy this seventh edition of Aware.
Dea Parkin
Aware Editor
November 2011

Chorley & District Writers’ Circle Committee
Chairwoman
Secretary & Newsletter Editor
Vice Chair
Webmaestro

Dea Parkin
Hayley Noble
Rebecca Peers
Heather Carey

Email: mail@chorleywriters.co.uk
Web: www.chorleywriters.org.uk
Tel: 01257 233614

Venue & Time of Meetings
Upstairs room at The Hartwood, Chorley, PR6 7AX
Last Tuesday of every month (except December), 7.30pm
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CADWC Group Story 2011
Our group story is written by individual members – pressganged or willing – who each undertake
authorship of one chapter. Reading the latest section aloud in meetings causes much hilarity and
amazement as the story evolves and takes off in unexpected directions under each writer’s
guidance.
We limit ourselves to 500-600 words per chapter which probably helps in ensuring we actually
write it.
This year, Hayley Noble, our hard-working Secretary, put several options in front of us for the
story’s opening paragraph. We unanimously chose this one. Now I come to read it again, I’m not
sure anyone ever returned to the question of Abby’s grandmother and why Abby wanted to dig
her up...I don’t think that will spoil your enjoyment of Gothic Fantasy!
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Gothic Fantasy
Chapter 1 – Hayley Noble
My wife was committed yesterday. They put her in the back of a blue car and she waved
goodbye. They’re not saying much yet, tests and stuff before they know what’s wrong. I could
tell them what’s wrong but no-one asks me. I could tell them about two nights ago when she told
me, shovel in hand, that she was going to get her grandmother up.
Abby changed after the book arrived, it was like a switch flicked. On Monday, a normal,
happy science teacher with an obsession with Olivia Newton John and an allergy to coconut, by
Tuesday evening she was secretive and dark with dried blood under her finger nails and an old,
sweet, earthy smell, like rotting rose petals. The smell came with the book, I mean the book
smelled the same; it seemed to seep out into her. I’d signed for it, she wasn’t home. The solicitor
brought it himself and kept going on about never having had anyone leave a book in a will before;
he mentioned the smell as well. It was wrapped in thick brown paper and sealed with little black
dots of wax. Each one was stamped with a crow’s head, or maybe it was a raven. The only person
who had died was Abby’s Aunt Gee-Gee so it was no great mystery.
When Abby got home we read the letter together; the last female of the family, keeping
tradition, the obligations of the time, it was all vague, flighty stuff, typical of Gee-Gee. Then
Abby unwrapped the book and her face changed. It went blank. Not like when someone is
confused or bored, but properly blank, like she had no emotion or feeling or soul, like something
got sucked out of her. She picked up the book, took it to her work room and that was that. The
door was locked and it stayed locked for nearly two days. She wouldn’t speak or eat. I could hear
moving around inside, she never stopped, not even at night.
Now she’s gone and I’m taking the hinges off the door, I have to see it, what made my
perfect wife evaporate into a mad woman. The last hinge drops to the floor and I pull at the
hollow door. As I stagger back, it slips and lands on my foot. For the first time in years I swear.
I’ve never had much need to swear before. Leaning the door against the wall I look through the
gaping hole. It’s not her room. It used to be white chairs and desk, glass bookcases and spotted
rugs, Scandinavian inspired cleanliness. Now there’s a black sheet draped over the window, and
another covering the bookcase. The blue and white spotted rug is gone and there’s just pale wood
floor, covered in smears of blood and little pieces of pink rubber. My eyes overcome the dark and
I can see the dead birds peppering the floor. It’s not rubber, it’s the tiny pink intestines of crows
and magpies, all opened up like little pyjama cases on the floor. My stomach turns and I
straighten up and see the book on her desk.

Chapter 2 – Alan Lock
I slid down the wall and collapsed in a heap on the floor, placed my head in my hands and
sobbed. How could this have happened? Just a few days ago we were a normal, average couple
working to pay the mortgage and balance the bills. Now, my wife has been sectioned and the
inside of our house looks like a satanic temple. I felt a cocktail of emotions well up inside me;
rage, anger, frustration, and fear. So many questions, so many mysteries, those birds and that
bloody book. Fuelled by anger I got up, intent on destroying it, ripping it page by page into a
thousand tiny pieces.
The book lay open on the bare table, Aunt Gee-Gee’s letter beside it. A thickly underlined
sentence caught my eye and stayed my hand. It read: ‘The Watchers must not succeed’. What the
hell does that mean? I snatched up the letter and rammed it between the pages, slammed the
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book shut and raced downstairs. I spent what seemed like an eternity on the phone to the
hospital being passed from pillar to post only to find out that Abby had been transferred to a
maximum security hospital, but nobody could explain why; they were all being a bit cagey.
Weren’t those the places they sent serial killers and really bad people, I questioned myself.
I went out into the garden, I needed some air. The sunlight was blinding in contrast to
the darkness inside the house. I paced up and down the garden trying to untangle my thoughts
and make some sense of all this. I remembered the times Aunt Gee would turn up out of the blue
at totally inappropriate times and she and Abby would disappear into the garden, thick as
thieves and talking in hushed voices. Aunt Gee-Gee was eccentric and no doubt about it, and she
didn’t like me, I could tell from the disapproving looks she would throw me if I tried to show any
interest in their conversation. After she’d gone Abby would always brush it off saying that she
was whacko and they were just talking trivia and nothing of any importance.
I picked up the book again. There was no title on the front cover or the spine. I thumbed
through the pages, they were parchment, all hand-written, and by different authors judging by
the various hand writing. There were no dates but the title on the inside fly-leaf read: ‘The
Sacred Book of Bran the Blessed and the Protectors of Albion’, with a sub-title: ‘Being the true and
accurate testament of its charges’. I turned over the page and read the first few lines of the first
page: ‘Six Protectors there must always be. Six, not five nor seven. Should the Protectors fail the
centre cannot hold and the forces of anarchy and chaos will be loosed upon the land...’ I ran back
upstairs to Abby’s room and counted the dead birds littering the floor; there were six. I noticed
Abby’s laptop open in the corner of the room. I pressed the power button and the screen
illuminated and asked me if I wanted to resume the last session; Abi must not have logged off. I
pressed yes and it took me to a site giving details about the Tower of London. I read that an
ancient English king called Bran had his severed head buried in the grounds. He had insisted
that six ravens be kept at Gwynfryn , the White Mount, the site on which the tower was built. In
old English, Bran means raven.

Chapter 3 – DJ Harrison
The uniformed man behind the grille looked at me for a long time as if he was trying to
remember who I was. As the gatekeeper to the fortress of steel and stone and spikes, his silent
staring made me despair of being admitted and unable to answer Abby's summons.
At last, he let out a long breath that finished with an audible sigh. As he shifted the
angle of his head away from my confiscated belongings lined up in front of him, his gaze fell on
the one item left in my possession.
"What's in the bag?" He pointed to the Tesco Bag for Life that I clutched in my left hand.
"A book, only a book." The book, the cause of all this distress. I fretted that he might
detect the faint skittering noises, worried that they might not be merely products of my own
disturbed mind.
Abi looked calm as she stood across the metal table that someone had thoughtfully bolted
to the floor. Her eyes avoided mine and flicked between the empty table and the bag. The room
was tiny; the prison officer standing by the door was so close to my back I could feel her breath.
One door, no window, white featureless walls, hardly a place to re-establish a relationship or
soothe a troubled lover.
"Hello, sweetheart."
I reached out, her arm dangled like a piece of thick rope. There was no resistance as I
briefly held her hand in mine, nor was there any response. Her eyes were interested only in the
bag and followed it hungrily as I rested it on the table.
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A black clad arm reached out from behind me and emerged clutching the book. In the
prison officer's pudgy hands it looked worn but unremarkable. Chittering sounds began in
earnest as soon as it was picked up. Abby's face became animated, she snapped out of her torpor
and took the book from the prison officer. As she placed it on the table, it opened itself, pages
flicking as if there was a strong wind.
The guard stepped back showing no signs of concern.
The book lay open at a blank page. As Abby leaned over it, writing began to appear,
thick black scrawl from an invisible hand. Her lips moved as she began to read, the words
inaudible at first then increasing in volume until I could understand them.
"...and gather around me, take up your rightful form, obey my commands, make my
desires your own. Succour me, allow my passage, assist me in my destiny, protect me from harm."
I spied a shiny thing in the corner of the room, I needed to get it quickly before it disappeared.
Things that sparkle with light are always important and must be collected. I hopped down from
the table, spread my wings and glided swiftly to retrieve it. As I flew back to Abby, the gobbets of
meat that had been the prison officer reminded me of my hunger. I dropped the key onto the
table and began to peck greedily.

Chapter 4 – Elle-Marie Hinchcliffe
Abby smiled secretively as I flew towards the waiting window.
The catch was easy. I flew into the welcoming fetid air of twilight. Abby picked up the
book, her fingers stroking the cover insidiously, sensuously, as she might a lover’s skin.
“What is it you have there?” a security nurse demanded as she returned to her room.
“I was allowed to visit the library,” Abby replied, her voice sickly sweet, sly as treacle.
The nurse studied her, aware of faint bird-like sounds, seemingly emitted from the book’s
pages.
She was tired.
At least the girl was quiet, unlike some within these walls.
She turned the key in the lock.
Let her be.
She was a delicate little thing, not much older than her daughter. What harm could a
book do? She’d go to the dispensary, take something for her own head. The heat was
overpowering. Twilight would surely bring a storm.
Abby picked up the letter, written on paper inappropriately blush pink, as if for a lover,
and the perfume, exactly that from the untitled book. No! That wasn’t so, for the fly leaf clearly
recorded ‘The Sacred Book of Bran the Blessed and the Protectors of Albion’. Six Protectors. The
pages of the book twisted and whispered like bright knowledgeable children. Abby thought of
Aunt Gee-Gee. Thought of their deep conversations in the garden and giggled girlishly, Aunt
Gee-Gee had shown her that evening was made for secrecy, that dusk had its own dark,
passionate life.
The letter flickered in the whisper of a breeze. To whom was it addressed?
She stared at Aunt Gee’s handwriting. ‘To Abby Westenra, the descendant of Lucy
Westenra’…but that wasn’t her name. Her eyes flicked to the base of the page.
The perfume had become overpowering in the heat haze. Attar of Roses, she remembered
that Aunt Gee always wore it; musky, seductive.
The name of the sender on the blush pink paper, turning in the moon’s first light to lilac,
was Mina.
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Yes! Yes! She had heard her aunt say it, Mina, Mina, as if speaking to a presence only
she could perceive.
She had to blink with amazement.
‘Master of all things,
Mother of nature’s blessings wild,
Do with me what you will!’
She touched the ground three times with her fingers, knelt to touch it three times with
her forehead, knowing that the first pact of the atonement was accomplished, but a sacrifice, a
gift was required, ‘…a shining…’.

Chapter 5 – Rebecca Peers
Wide pools of lamplight bathed her as she walked the darkling streets. That was not my Abby,
not any more. Shadows caught her pale skin, twisting her features until they were unpleasant,
and I could swear as I hopped behind, watching, that there was a similarity to Aunt Gee about
her.
Then she was engulfed by the black hulk that was the Tower, and was gone.
What now?
A wind current caught my wings as I leapt from the railings and soon I was airborne,
lifted high above the city. The Tower of London looked small from up here, beneath the clouds, as
did the city and its twinkling lights. Not for the first time, I realised how alone I was. What
would become of us? I wanted my wife back. And even if I did manage to somehow save her, how
would I feature in her life again? What are the chances of my being turned human again, and
wonderful, dull, Scandinavian-inspired normality returning? It was all to do with that book,
whatever it was. This started there, this would surely end there.
Despondently, (for what chance did a raven have against a possessed maniac and a
supernatural book with a fetish for birds?) I glided downwards and alighted on the roof of one of
the towers. A guard crossed the courtyard, stopping to chat to a woman carrying a bucket. No
sign of Abby. All was quiet.
What do I do?
There was only me and the woman with the bucket now. I swooped down to check the
shadows. Nothing. Abby must have crept into the Tower through a door somewhere. What was
she doing?
Ravens were supposed to be intelligent weren’t they? I eyed up bucket woman, who
seemed to be made entirely of fleece, so drowned was she in her oversized, shapeless sweater.
Hopping over, I put on a bit of a display. A begging dog would have been proud of it,
unfortunately ravens are a bit lacking in the puppy eyes department. But she got the picture.
She stared at me for a long moment.
“Now,” she crouched down in front of me and stared me in the eye, “what are you? You
are not a normal raven. I know ravens.”
I continued to improvise my rather lacking impression of ‘Lassie’.
“Do you want me to let you in?”
Yes! Jackpot!
“What in the name of all that is holy are you?”
Finally she opened the door and followed me as I swooped at dizzying speed up the tower
steps and through the passages. Nothing…until the woman stopped at a door that stood ajar,
lock busted.
Steps led down and I was in there, no hesitation.
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A few dingy rooms, more broken locks and open doors and an old stone staircase leading
into – sewers.
And there, silhouetted in dim electric light, was Abby.
She turned to us and her face was in shadow. “Help…” Her weak voice echoed towards
us.
The woman who knew ravens wrapped her sweater more closely about her and, casting a
suspicious look down at me, moved tentatively towards my wife. “Are you OK, dear?”
“Help me…” Abby implored once more, her voice cracked and pathetic and completely
uncharacteristic.
I watched as the woman propped Abby up on her shoulder, struggling a little…something
was wrong. They wobbled, conjoined. Blood trickled into the sewer water.
And then there was just me and Abby.

Chapter 6 – Dea Parkin
In the noisome sewers, Abby holds her hands high over thick channels of slime. I feel my wings
freeze to my shoulders as something stirs in the mud where foul liquid coalesces with sticky
earth. At first slowly, then with a quickening rhythm, an object shakes itself free, releasing a
stench that fills my nostrils – and there in Abby’s hands sits a dull brown skull. Is this, then,
King Bran? I know the answer as the eye sockets draw my gaze and shock my soul, sending a jolt
through my body. I shudder, and the feathers drop from my icy, expanded flesh. Once again, I am
a man.
And Abby? I hear a feeble cry, and she crumples to the floor. I spring to her side. Her
lovely face is blank, just as when she first sighted the book. But this time, her eyes are dull too.
My fingers reach for a pulse in her neck, hurry, hurry, but there is no need for haste. She is dead.
Hardly able to breathe as grief and horror rack my body, I have the presence of mind to
look for the skull. I see a gruesome burbling movement in the brew at Abby’s feet, a shadow
stretching to the ends of the chamber – then nothing. It is gone. The book, then? I caress the face
of my darling wife, one last time, then search her clothes. I find two things. A glittering brooch, a
shining thing that reflects light and sparkles even in this sickening place. I leave it fastened to
her breast beneath her wrap; I won’t deprive her of her talisman. And in Abby’s pocket, a pink
letter.
The scent of attar of roses makes a fetid mix with the noxious air. It is addressed to GeeGee, from someone called Mina. And scrawled across the front fold, ‘To Abby Westenra,
descendant of Lucy Westenra.’ Even as I hold the letter, it begins to quiver against my skin, and I
hear the echo of my wife’s desperate voice emanating from the stones, ‘Not my name, please not
me, don’t let it be my name.’
It is too much. I let the letter drift off, a fateful petal in the darkness, and run for the
open door.
*
In a secure hospital, the investigation continues into how one patient, Abby Westenra,
has vanished into the night. One nurse, curious now she’s released from questioning, picks up the
heavy book she found in Abby’s room. It has a sweet, earthy smell, like a perfume her
grandmother used to wear. Idly, she opens the cover…
The End
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Flash Fiction Urban Myths Competition 2011
For our annual national competition, sponsored by www.FictionFeedback.co.uk, we asked for
pieces of flash fiction on the theme of urban myths. We had a high level of entry, and it was very
difficult picking a shortlist. As it was, we ended up with a rather long shortlist of ten engrossing
stories.
These were sent to David Gaffney, our competition judge. His best known books are the critically
acclaimed novel Never Never and three wonderful anthologies of biting short fiction, Sawn Off
Tales, Aromabingo and his latest, The Half Life of Songs. As such a proponent of flash fiction, he
seemed a good choice as judge. For more information about David, visit www.davidgaffney.org
Here’s what David had to say about the competition entries.

Judge’s Comment
‘I loved reading the entries to this competition, and I’m delighted that Chorley and District
Writers’ Circle asked me to be a judge.
The approaches to the theme of urban myths were broad-ranging; from variations on well-known
urban myths like the one where a dead grandmother is tied to the roof of the car and the vehicle
gets stolen, to inventive and surprising ones, such as a curious one about the moon landings
being faked. Urban myth conventions were respected throughout – everything had happened to a
friend of a friend, hitchhikers turned out to be ghosts and everything always ended badly. Some
were obscure – like the tale of a wife who tried to murder her husband by overfeeding him
bananas and giving him potassium poisoning, and a baffling one about wasps in somebody’s
curry. All in all the stories were funny, clever and well written.
‘I have chosen as the winner a story by Alison Oxley called Man in the Attic. I liked this story
because it had a true urban myth feel but wasn’t clichéd or hackneyed in any way, and felt very
fresh. There is some lovely writing in it and it manages to be both creepy and sexy at the same
time. Congratulations!
‘Second choice is The Tale of Billy Begg by Heather Carey. This story is told with great economy
and accuracy and it drops you straight into the action. The dialogue is excellent and there are no
wasted words at all – we really get the feeling we actually are in this remote pub where a dark
curse is passed on from drinker to drinker.
‘My third choice is Glass and Mercury by Steve Toase. It’s a fascinating new take on the Say
Mary’s Name into the mirror legend, and is told in a haunting poetic way with beautiful lines –
such as Mary is ‘made of moss and spit.’ The story considers the Mary character from the point of
view of Mary herself, trapped behind the glass of the mirror and endlessly taunting the living
from beyond the grave.
‘Well done all of the winners – there were some great runners up as well.’
David Gaffney
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Sponsored by

First Prize
Man in the Attic

Alison Oxley, London

Second Prize
The Tale of Billy Begg

Heather Carey, Leyland

Third Prize
Glass and Mercury

Steve Toase, Thirsk

Shortlisted
A Close Shave
By the Light
There’s One Born
A Streetlamp’s Reflection
Reconstituted
Suspect Package
Seven Bananas

Fay Dickinson, Corby
DJ Harrison, Chorley
Pamela Trudie Hodge, Plymouth
Lisamarie Lamb, Minster-on-Sea
Sal Page, Morecambe
Shelley White, Preston
Catherine Whitmore, Stalybridge

The winning and the shortlisted entries follow. We’d like to extend our congratulations to all the
winners, especially our own Heather Carey, and to the shortlisted entrants, who included two
further Circle members, Dave Harrison and Shelley White. Congratulations to them too, and
thank you to all who entered. We hope you enjoy reading these urban myths!
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Man in the Attic
Alison Oxley
There is a man living in our attic. I hear his footsteps above us. He eats our food, leaving
scattered crumbs in a spotless kitchen. When my husband and I make love, I stare at the ceiling,
wondering if he has made a hole there – if he watches us.
I know he is there, but my husband does not believe me. “I don't know what's wrong with
you,” my husband says. He sits, exhausted, head in his hands.
There is a thump. The light fitting shakes, and dust spirals down. “Didn't you hear that?”
I ask him, and he laughs, bitterly.
“Not this again.” But he listens. “It might be mice,” he says. “I'll pick up some traps.” He
catches hold of my wrists. His hands clamp like manacles, but he kisses my damp forehead. “Or
maybe we will get that cat after all.”
I don't want a cat. I want to know who the stranger is who's living in our attic.
At night my husband screws me, hands around my wrists again, holding me down.
Afterwards I lie motionless and sweating, legs tangled in the sheets. He sleeps with his arm
thrown over my chest to hold me down, like a restraint on a hospital bed.
I see him, the man from the attic. I struggle free from my husband's grasp, but he steps
back into the shadows. I think he whispers something. I think he says my name.
I go to him when my husband is at work. I unhook the trapdoor to the attic, pull down the
clattering metal steps. I want to confront him, but he hides from me. He crouches behind boxes
like a spider, and skips along the rafters, his footsteps so quick and soft he might not be there at
all.
But this is my attic. He cannot trickster me in my own home, and I corner him, at last, in
the darkest part of the attic, where the cold light of the naked bulb barely penetrates. He presses
flat against the sloping roof, his face turned away so I cannot see his eyes.
“You've been watching me,” I say. It's cool in the attic, but I feel hot and febrile. I think of
this stranger watching while my husband moves inside me.
His voice is softer than the pounding rain on the roof; the sound is a shiver. “Leave me
alone.”
“What are you doing in my house?”
“I'm not really here,” he tells me. “I've nowhere else to go.” The light mottles his naked
back like camouflage. “Please leave me alone.”
When my husband comes home, he finds me on the upstairs landing, fitting a padlock on
the attic trapdoor.
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The Tale of Billy Begg
Heather Carey
‘The night it happened I was sat right there, listening to an old man’s ramblings just like you my
friend…’
*
*
*
‘It was like a cold dead weight on my shoulder, the hand of Billy Begg.’ The ancient storyteller
rocked backwards, whispering to himself, ‘Never left me alone he has. Won’t leave me alone.
God’s love, give me some peace.’
‘C’mon now Eric, enough’s enough. You’re bothering the gent.’
The landlord lifted the old man off his stool by the elbow and out the door. His actions
seemed unnecessary, but he shrugged off my look.
‘He’s been telling that tall tale for 30 years. He’s mad. And he disturbs paying
customers.’
‘If you say so,’ I reply looking round the empty bar. ‘Time I was off too.’
Finishing the dregs in my glass I followed Eric out into the night.
He hadn’t got far. He was shambling across the roadway, singing softly to himself.
Tho’ a thousand winters pass
A thousand summers too
Along the shadow’s vale I’ll seek
Forever to find you
I shook my head, ‘Mad old duffer.’ Turning up my collar I set off in the opposite direction
just as a car screamed past. I turned back to swear at the driver, only to see Eric swept onto the
pavement. The vehicle kept going.
The old man had no injuries, but he looked up in anguish as I knelt down. Opening his
palm, something glinted. ‘Go on, take it,’ his voice crawled from his throat. ‘He did the deed but I
took the credit. Well, he was already finished and I was just a lad who wanted his Mam to be
proud. What good’s glory to the dead? Billy wants that more than anything, but he can never
hold it, can he?’
I turned the medal in my fingers, ‘Why didn’t you just throw it away? ’
‘Don’t you think I tried? It just turns up again. No matter where I drop it, I always wake
up the next morning with it pinned to my chest.’ He gasped in pain. ‘It’s cursed; whoever has
the medal is finished. Follow you to the end of days, will Billy Begg.
He squeezed my hand around the cold metal. ‘I’m sorry; it’s your burden now. You have to
take it, I need peace.’ Closing his eyes for the last time the tension left his face.
I staggered to my feet to head back to the pub. Footsteps followed my path.
‘Hello? The old man’s collapsed, can you help?
Silence. Suddenly unsure of myself, I ran for the pub’s entrance as a soft voice followed.
Tho’ a thousand winters pass
A thousand summers too…
*
*
*
‘And that was that. The ambulance came, but too late for Eric. And too late for me.’
‘C’mon, out! You’re disturbing my customers.’ The landlord heaved me to my feet.
I turned to the young man at the bar, ‘Finish your pint, lad, Billy Begg’s waiting.’
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Glass and Mercury
Steve Toase
Mary craves the light.
She lives in a house of mirrors, shrouded in darkness. The wait is endless until you
gather, in your cartoon pyjamas and badly applied make-up, saying her name by the dance of
flickering candles. Then Mary crosses the floor to stare out at you, at a world forever beyond her
reach.
Mary will not hunt you down. She will not push you into traffic, or drown you in dark
water, no matter what your giggling friends say. Remember, your friends are always more scared
than you, though they cover it with taunts and cruel names.
Any blood on Mary’s hands dried years ago. You can say her name three times, ten times,
till your voice is a torn and ragged thing. She will never step down across your cluttered, pink,
dressing table to stalk you through the shadowed rooms of your parents’ house.
If she could leave through these walls of glass and mercury Mary would walk in the
sunlight, sit on immaculate lawns and smell the magnolia on the afternoon air. She would eat
strawberries and cream, drink champagne with friends, maybe take a lover. It has been so long
since Mary has been loved.
Mary does not care if you say you killed her baby. She knows this is a lie. By now time
would have taken all of her children anyway, if cholera had not already placed them in the grainy
earth.
You will not see Mary haunting your dreams. The figure you glance is a simulacra; a
creature of moss and spit, as all dwellers in dreams are. If the Mary in your sleep claws at you,
then it is because you claw at yourself, if she screams your name in the abyss, then it is you
waking your siblings in fear and broken sleep.
Mary does not care about you. She does not even think about you. You are a skittering
thing that does not have the knowledge to free her.
When you have gone, as you will, walking the path to womanhood, Mary will still be
there in the darkness. While you build a comfortable life for yourself, Mary will wait for your
children to call her name to the cold bathroom glass, standing in her house of mirrors, craving
the light.
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A Close Shave
Fay Dickinson
“Watch out,” he exclaimed in panic, but he couldn’t have been more frightened than I was. I say
“he” because the voice had definitely deepened when I nearly swerved off the road.
Trying to stop my hands from vibrating I gripped the steering wheel and surreptitiously
studied my passenger. The hair, obviously a wig, was blonde, long and luxuriant. In the twilight
the lady, or so I’d thought, had looked very glamorous, and her tall figure was stunning. She had
curves in all the right places and a very tight jacket. I don’t normally stop for hitch-hikers, and I
wouldn’t have done for this girl, well this apparent girl, if my wife had been in the car.
I have to admit that I never really looked at her face. She unzipped the jacket, when she,
I mean he, got into the car and I found my eyes drawn to the straining contours of her blouse.
Anyway I wasn’t concentrating properly and my hand slipped on the gear stick. That’s when I
noticed the stubbly legs. Those calves were definitely not female.
I remembered my wife telling me about a mad axe murderer who disguised himself as a
woman. My passenger did have a capacious red handbag. Red to disguise the blood.
My nerve failed me and the car veered erratically.
The stranger grabbed the edge of his seat belt.
“What the hell do you think you’re doing?” Yet again the carefully cultivated feminine
voice dropped an octave.
“I...I...” The words wouldn’t form.
My passenger had reverted to the soft voice again.
“If it’s all the same to you, sweetie, I’ll get out at the bus stop at the end of this road.”
I pulled judderingly to the kerb, and frigid with fear nodded dumbly as the stranger
climbed out of my car, his headache-inducing perfume numbing my nose.
He bent towards me and I stared at the large, red bag. I almost cried as his lips brushed
my cheek and I felt lipstick and powder drop onto my skin.
“Thanks darling.”
He was gone. I locked the doors and drove off, crunching the gears. Glancing in the
mirror I saw the stranger step onto a bus.
Marilyn, as Mark liked to be called when in transvestite guise, arrived at the private
party all flustered and forty minutes late.
He placed a beautifully manicured hand on Cheryl’s (otherwise known as Carl) arm and
said, “What a nightmare. I was running late, so didn’t have time to shave my legs, then I hitched
a lift with this complete nutter...”
“You poor thing,” murmured Cheryl.
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By the Light
DJ Harrison
The old man looked up at me, his body was finished, his spirit was clinging on to its husk in one
last desperate act of animation. A bony forefinger pointed upwards past my head towards the
bright silver moon that hung low and immense over Manhattan.
"Hang in there," I comforted. "The ambulance will be here soon."
A knot of onlookers had gathered on the sidewalk creating a ragged ring of curiosity.
"There."
I could barely make out the words.
"We were there, we walked on the moon, we were heroes." The finger prodded upwards
with new vigour then froze into position. His body, supported by my cradling, hardened into the
gesture and remained pointing until the paramedics took him.
My next call was an enormous guy with acute dyspepsia. This one survived.
Back in my apartment, I hardly had time to grab a soda and collapse onto my couch before the
visitors arrived. Two men, mid-thirties, sober suits, eager expressions, Asian American, flashing
ID.
"Dr. Werner?"
"Yes."
They came in uninvited. "You attended an old man who died in the street."
"I attend lots of old men, some of whom die in the street, it's my job."
"We're talking this evening, on First Avenue, about six thirty."
" I remember. Poor guy. Nothing I could do for him."
"You were talking to him. What was said?" The bulkier man narrowed his eyes.
"He pointed at the moon," I replied. "I told him he would be OK. That's about it."
"He was speaking to you. We could see that on the CCTV. What did he say?" His voice
was brusque, his hand hovered over a tablet.
"I didn't understand him. He said something about being there. The moon, I suppose."
The two men exchanged a frown then shared a forced laugh. "He told you he was on the
moon?"
"Yes, I suppose that's what he meant."
"You do realise that's absurd, don't you, sir?" He used the word ‘sir’ like a dagger.
"I suppose it is, I hadn't really thought."
"I strongly suggest you don't tell anyone about this old madman or what he might have
said."
"I don't see why you should take so much trouble over this," I said.
The smaller man spoke for the first time. "We don't want any trouble, that's all. With
China due to launch the first ever manned mission to the moon next week, we want to avoid any
unrest."
"Unrest?"
"There are still people peddling those old stories about the Apollo hoax. Ridiculous
though it is, people still like to believe the US actually landed on the moon. In the 1960's. We
don't even have the technology to do it now, sixty years on. People can get all patriotic about it,
especially at a time like this. Can't afford to have a bunch of crackpots upsetting the Chinese."
The report from Bellevue arrived in my inbox. They identified the DOA as Armstrong N. A.,
DOB 8/5/1930.
Nothing remarkable, then.
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There's One Born…
Pamela Trudie Hodge
"It's supposed to happen just a bit further on, around the next bend," he said to the girl
beside him. She smiled up at him,
"Yeah! And my uncle's a jack rabbit."
He was glad he'd picked her up on the edge of Dartmoor. The light was already fading
when he'd seen her trudging along the verge, a small figure in brief shorts and a tank top. Her
clunky sandals were never made for hiking. He'd promised his mum he'd never stop for hitchhikers but, hell! She wasn't even thumbing a lift and how would he feel if tomorrow someone
found her body in a ditch?
He pulled his dad's four by four to the side of the road and waited for her to catch up. She
wasn't grateful. Hands thrust into the pockets of her shorts, she glared up at him.
"I ain't a hitch-hiker,” she'd said defiantly and he'd shrugged,
"Please yourself," but he'd left the passenger door open and taken his time to get back
into the driver's seat. As he'd hoped, she was sitting there shivering. He'd grabbed a rug from the
back of the car and flung it over her legs and she'd grunted something that might have been
thanks. He started the engine again, careful not to ask her what she was doing on the moor at
that time of night but she suddenly smiled up at him.
"Boyfriend," she grinned. "Ex, now. Reckon walking was better'n what he was offerin'.
You live round here, then?
He nodded. 'We farm," he said. "Bit lonely but I love the moor. It's like a woman –
beautiful and mysterious." He gave her a sideways glance.
'What do you mean, mysterious?" she asked.
"Oh! You know. All those ghost stories. Just look at it now." The full moon had risen and
silvered the landscape.
'What stories," she asked. "Tell me one."
'Well, what about the guy who got caught in a snowstorm and found shelter in an old
cottage owned by a weird looking couple. He found a frozen corpse in his room so he sat up all
night holding a poker in case the old couple murdered him, too.” She leaned against his shoulder.
"Go on. Did they?"
"No – turns out the corpse was the old grandfather who'd died but the ground was too
frozen for them to bury him so they'd pickled him in salt."
He loved the way she laughed. He wished the night would never end.
"And of course," he made a low groaning sound, "there's the mystery of the Hairy Hands –
da-da-da-daar!” Her face was close to his, her eyes bright. "As I said, a bit further on, around the
bend, a pair of ghostly Hairy Hands is supposed to grip the steering wheel and crash the car."
“Like this?” and she brought her hands from under the rug and he saw with horror the
moonlight shine on long, grey fur as she reached for the steering wheel.
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A Streetlamp’s Reflection
Lisamarie Lamb
It was cold and it was dark, the only light was the false white-yellow glow falling from the
streetlamps dotted along the road. They hadn’t been there three years ago. They hadn’t been
there ten years ago. And so although the road felt the same, still as lonely, still as fatal, it looked
different.
But it would always be the same to her.
She pulled over to the side of the road, the usual spot, the one shaded slightly by the overhanging
trees that hung down, their bent branches like arms reaching for her. And if she let them, would
they take her away from here? Float her up into the sky and towards the heaven she didn’t think
was there? She thought one night she might let them try.
Shivering, she left the car, left it leaning slightly on the grass bank, the hard shoulder only just
wide enough. But at least tonight it could be seen by the other traffic. Not that many people used
this road. Not now, not even after the lights were installed. Too many deaths and too many
ghosts.
She knelt, her aging knees creaking and cracking, sharp pain making her gasp frigid, dark air,
and she tumbled forwards, landed with her face in the grass and her hands flung out in front of
her, her wrists snapping with the impact, the pain taking its time to come. Before it did, before it
crept over her sore and aching joints, she rose again, her nose running and her eyes watering.
She thought maybe she was crying. These days she was never sure. The flowers tied to the
milestone were dead, decaying, made of dust now. As she reached to them to untangle the twine
that held them in place they crumbled. It had been too long. She had been too long.
The new flowers, the replacements, were bright, almost luminous in the dishonest light. She
gently tied them to the stone, stepped back to look, her wrists screaming now. The flowers on the
side of the road the lone reminder of a life taken too soon.
Back in the car and the wind and damp chill had followed her. She looked in the rear-view mirror
and there was her son’s ghost in the back of her car. A dead hitchhiker, a welcome companion.
“Thank you,” he said.
She smiled. She was glad to see him. “I’m sorry I’ve been a while,” she said, desperately needing
to explain, “I was ill. I’m still ill. But I had to come. It’s been three years.”
The man – so young, he always would be – nodded. “I know. I understand. And I’m glad you came
tonight.”
Now she knew she was crying. “I’ll be with you soon,” she said, tears blurring her boy’s image,
making him shimmer.
“I know that too. I’ll be waiting.”
And he was gone.
She had seen a ghost in the back of her car. Or she had seen a streetlamp’s reflection.
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Reconstituted
Sal Page
Sunday morning. Only just. Ted’s in the kitchen in his boxer shorts and dressing gown with the
hood up, downing a pint of water. Bare feet on the cold lino. Yawning, waiting for the kettle.
He picks up the pot, and shakes it beside his ear, relishing in the dry plastic rattle. He
rips the foil off, flips out the sauce sachet and focuses on flaky peas and a noodle nest. The rush
of the kettle fills his ears as he realises this thing he’s looking at isn’t just another Soya-bogey.
It’s stripy. It has legs and translucent wings.
Ted rubs his eyes and peers in. The thing curled around a hollow sweet corn kernel is
definitely a freeze-dried wasp.
Jake’s up. He’s dressed but looks less awake than Ted as he leans against the cooker.
‘You having one?’
Jake looks doubtful but nods.
‘You have this. Curry. Your favourite.’
‘Cheers, mate.’
‘No problem.’
Ted smiles. He remembers last night – the wavy-haired girl in the green dress putting
her number on Jake’s phone. She’d been with a gang of others, all in black with ironed-straight
hair. She was an individual. She was hot.
Ted saw her first. Usual story. Jake always noticed the most stunning girls but rarely
looked at his food. Just gobbled it down.
Ted pours boiling water into the pots, carefully adhering to the fill levels.
‘Brunch. Best meal of the day.’
Jake grins and jabs in his fork. Steam twists upwards. Ted’s sidelong glance confirms the
prongs missed the floating wasp. Jake grabs his mango chutney sachet and wanders into the
living room. Ted follows with his pot and sits on the beanbag. He stirs, watching Jake clear a
space on the coffee table.
Enticing beefy smells reach Ted’s nostrils. He chuckles to himself, his face wreathed with
steam.
‘What?’
‘Nothing.’
As Ted looks down into his noodles it occurs to him there’s no reason why there can’t be a
spider in this one. Eight hairy legs reconstituting at the bottom of the pot. It would be a bit of a
coincidence but his Mum once told him each person swallows an average of three – or was it five?
– spiders a year. Hard to believe.
Jake leans back against the cushions and closes his eyes. Ted looks over at the steaming pot on
the table, imagining the wasp swelling in the hot water. He forks up his first mouthful and
blows.
There’s a movement on the rim of Jake’s pot. Ted shuffles forward and stares. Moving its
abdomen up and down, the wasp stretches its wings. Tiny feelers swivel round. A steamy whisper
disappears into the air as it takes off. Ted puts his pot down. The buzzing seems to be inside his
head. He clamps his mouth shut as it swerves by his ear. Where’s it gone? There’s a strong smell
of curry. His eyes flick about the room.
Jake jerks awake. Ted’s yelling and scrabbling about in his boxer shorts.
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Suspect Package
Shelley White
I’d shrunk recently so Trevor manoeuvred me into the front seat and raised it so I could see over
the dashboard. One of those eau de Cologne air fresheners swung from the mirror. I twigged
their reasoning straight away: it disguised the pong of wee. I couldn’t manage to hold it in last
time.
They complained about me smoking in the car. Bad girls in the A.T.S. introduced me to
tobacco during the Blitz and ten a day hadn’t killed me yet, had it? I could still blow my
trombone and that’s despite new dentures playing havoc with my embouchure. If my throat
dried up, I popped in a Fisherman’s Friend. That usually worked.
Since Henry passed over, God rest his soul, they were convinced I was going gaga. I
forget where I put my spectacles and leave the gas on occasionally but I remembered my
brassiere today.
Trevor bought 99s at Chorley. I prefer wafers. They let me spot the Tower first. Did
they think that would excite me like a small child? I could teach them a thing or two about
excitement. ‘Did I tell you about the time Duke Ellington propositioned me after I soloed on Take
the A Train?’
‘Only a zillion times,’ said the one who looked like he’d escaped from a pop group. ‘Why
did you turn him down, Grandma? Didn’t you fancy him?’
‘I was sweet on your Grandad, God rest his soul,’ I said, fluttering what was left of my
eyelashes – they’d been singed at breakfast when I lit up from the stove. ‘Nobody could flick a
stick like him. And don’t mention his brushes.’ Recalling his technique, I felt lightheaded. Then
everything went black.

***
When we reached Sandylands, the one who looked like he’d escaped from a pop group nudged me
in the ribs but I was already stiffening up. My hands were icy and my cheeks drained white
under my pan stick. They positioned a mirror under my nose to make sure. No condensation.
I proved a perfect fit for the roof-rack. I was always fond of that pure new wool tartan
picnic blanket. You can’t beat Marks. With my feet pointing towards Manchester, my head was
protected from excess wind at the rear. Trevor didn’t mind forking out for bungee straps to hold
me down securely because he’d negotiated a refund on the hotel.
A half-eaten cheese barmcake landed on me from a passing seagull but apart from a close
shave under a low bridge, the return journey passed smoothly. They stopped to eat at King
Kurry, insisting that was what I would have wanted. With my diverticulitis?
You should have seen their faces afterwards when they found the car park empty: it
seems even Skodas are fair game now. Joy-riders took me on a mystery tour that ended back at
the seaside. Henry, God rest his soul, was waiting for me in the thundering waves, battering his
drums and crashing his cymbals like Buddy Rich incarnate.
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Seven Bananas
Catherine Whitmore
No sign yet. All quiet on the western front.
Well, not quiet exactly. He’s beside me, snoring like the pig that he is.
I’m not sure when I decided to do it. I made the bread and cake yesterday; and the ice-cream the
day before. So maybe sometime before then.
There was no real decision. I didn’t say to myself – “I’m going to murder my husband.” I’ve been
thinking for years, about twenty, that life would be a lot easier without him.
My M&S Langton armchair was my pride and joy, but he’s hardly moved from it for ten years.
It’s ruined. That’s when he was signed off work with stress and a weak heart. The weak heart I
can confirm. But stress?
I work full time as PA to Councillor Rutherford, a very important man, frequently care for two
grandchildren, keep a pristine home and cook and wait on that husband of mine. But I can see
how his life must be stressful. Sometimes he finds that there’s no hob-nobs left for his MurderShe-Wrote-afternoon-brew.
Well, I need a new armchair and refuse to pay out until I know that his derrière will not blemish
it. So this morning I did it: I chopped a banana on his cereals. He moaned a bit but couldn’t be
bothered picking them out.
One.
With his mid-afternoon snack of banana bread, I served him a full-fat banana ice-cream
milkshake. I left mine on the side while I hoovered the garage. Of course, the greedy swine ate
that too.
So that’s another three.
Lunch was a selection of toasted sandwiches: cheese and tomato, ham and cheese, banana and
jam. I ate as many of the savoury selection as possible. He was getting a little grumpy by this
stage though.
“I’m going to look like a banana if you carry on like this.”
But he ate them.
Five.
I thought it best to leave him alone to do some damage. So before I left for the supermarket, I hid
the crisps and left the banana bread and a banana and walnut cake on the counter. I told him
that I’d made the cake for our elderly neighbour. Red rag to a bull. When I complained that he’d
finished the lot off, he said that I should know that he needs a snack when he watches sport.
That’s what he calls millionaires driving in a loop eighty times.
And that makes, at least, the magic seven.
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Just for luck, after our Sunday roast, we had bananas and custard.
But he’s still snoring next to me.
Wait. He’s gone tense. Maybe this is it.
Oh my …. him and his guts. If this is a side effect then it certainly won’t be painless for me. He’ll
gas me before he croaks it.
Maybe it’ll take a couple of days to get the potassium levels up. I’ll have to consult Mary Berry
and Delia. Maybe a nice banoffi pie tomorrow night? Lots to plan.
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Members’ Contributions
The following pages contain writing from our members produced throughout the year. Poetry,
flash fiction and short stories abound, plus a piece of non-fiction and some excellent illustrations.
November 2011
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Seeds
Heather Carey
Everyone knows, when you’re under a blanket you’re safe. Under the blanket the monsters can’t
get you. It’s a force-field of pink wool and shiny ribbon trim that repels the sharpest fangs and
claws. Not even Mam’s beady eye can detect a torch through the blanket. I love my blanket.
And right now, with my head as a tent pole, it’s formed a safe little den so I can hatch a
plan. In my lap I hold the secret stash; apples pilfered from the fruit bowl while Mam stood over
Dad making sure he washed the pots just right.
How many do you have to eat? And which ones work, red or green?
I’ll just have to eat them all and hope for the best. Flesh, skins, stalks and seeds.
My tummy gurgled. Perhaps it’s started already. When I tap the top of my head, it
doesn’t seem any different. I can’t even feel a lump, but I’m sure it’s working. And when it does,
that’ll be the end of it. No more school for me. I’ll have to stay at home so the cleverest
scientists can come round for tea and wonder how I did it. Or I can run away and join the circus.
Everyone will want to see the Magnificent Magical Mandy – that’s what they’ll call me.
Even Nicola Tattersall and her cronies will be impressed. ‘We’re so sorry, Mandy,’ they’ll
say. ‘We never knew you were special. Let’s be friends?’
I hope it doesn’t get too big. Our house is only small and Nanna’s house is smaller. And I
hope it isn’t too heavy. I don’t want to be toppling over in the street. And I hope my branches
won’t be too bare. I need leaves, because if it’s just twigs I’ll look right daft.
But above all, I hope it grows fast. Tomorrow’s Monday and it’s double P.E. And I’m
fairly sure a tree growing out of my head means I can’t play hockey.

Heather Carey first tapped on a keyboard at 16, writing obituaries for the local paper. Thinking
this was a good way to make a living she dipped her toe in the murky waters of journalism but
after a few years of starving decided to put food in the cupboard by working for an American
corporation. Senses regained, she’s now a freelance copywriter and currently working on a novel
in her spare time.
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The Watershed
Alan Lock
Abyss
Rim of the abyss
where realities converge.
Down the avenue of centuries
waiting for the void –
The tide breaks,
then retreats
in compression.
Karma
The buck stops here.
At this junction
two tonnes of pressed steel
hurtle together like meteors;
collision course imminent.
Red – Amber – Green.
Death alights at this destination.
Time stops here.
Smashed glass
and splintered bone
fracture the space – time.
Blood
Their sins distilled
in my blood.
A secret burning thread
coils in my genes.
Who volunteered me
the responsibility
for my ancestor's Karma?
Suicide does not
absolve the debt.
Death pursues me
like insomnia.
Fire
Imbolc seed
kissed by fire
germinates.
Kundalini
un-folds like
an un-clenched fist.
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Light
I was the voyeur
at the camera obscura.
I was the pilot
of the stationary vehicle.
I am the seen
and the un-seen,
I am the ebb tide
on the rim of the abyss.
Alan Lock: Misfit, outsider, occultist, and would-be writer has privately published two volumes
of poetry (The Camera Obscura, and The Real And The Fantastic) and has had occasional poems
published in Never Bury Poetry magazine. He is currently working on a book on martial arts
philosophy, and a novel.
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Time Travel
Peter Cropper
He knew he shouldn’t while he was driving, but David couldn’t resist finding out who had sent
the text. After looking round for a lurking policeman, he read that he was to receive a goodly
amount of money after his recent accident.
Accident?
The message was clearly not meant for him so he continued following John; that was the
intention. His speed had decreased while he was reading the text so he pressed the accelerator
further to catch “Slow John”. It shouldn’t have been difficult, but John had disappeared. He was
on a long stretch between junctions. John couldn’t possibly have turned off. And why was the
motorway so quiet?
The next motorway sign startled him. It told him he was on the M1, but David knew he
was on the M5 near Cheltenham - or at least he thought he was. He imagined for a minute that
someone had altered the sign – but even the most active pranksters wouldn’t do that, would
they?
Shaken by this, David turned into the next service area. He needed to know exactly
where he was and what was happening. What he saw as he pulled into the car park surprised
him.
It was full of cars from a certain era – or rather it was not full, not like David would have
expected on his daily trips on the motorway. The cars were not contemporary. David looked at
the registration plates. They were predominantly first time round F, G and H registrations. The
odd one might have survived – but so many on the car park?
A couple of coaches stood on the far corner of the car park and decanted blue and white
clad football fans. Some were dressed in bovver boots and half mast trousers and they had
shaved heads. They looked fierce. A couple of tamer looking fans wandered towards David’s car,
looking at it with puzzled expressions.
“Off to the match?” asked David. “Where are you going?”
“Isn’t it obvious?” replied a young man with a cockney accent. “Final replay against Leeds
at Old Trafford.”
David knew some football history. The FA Cup final replay between Chelsea and Leeds
had taken place in Manchester in 1970.
This is absurd, he thought. I could do with talking to Kate.
To convince himself he wasn’t going mad, he returned to his car and went to lift his
mobile out of the glove compartment. It wasn’t there.
David felt he needed to collect his thoughts over a strong cup of coffee. He selected a pot and
moved quickly over to the till where he rummaged in his pocket for a couple of pound coins. Then
came the next big surprise.
“What’s this, love?”
“Sorry?”
“You can’t pay with these,” said the lady at the till. “Where’s this money from? Only
English money is accepted here.”
David was penniless – or, to be precise, he had no ‘old money’. In the wrong place at the
wrong time. This immediately presented a further problem. He remembered that he needed to
put some fuel in the car before very long. He thought he probably had enough to enable him to
reach the next services, but presumably he would encounter the same problem there. Effectively
he was stranded.
He knew that the coaches were on their way to Manchester – as was he. The best course
of action would surely be to try to hitch a lift home on one of the coaches. At least then he would
be on familiar ground and would perhaps be more able to make sense of what was going on.
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One of the drivers was relaxing in the driving seat reading the paper. David strained to
see the date and headlines but he couldn’t quite manage it.
“Excuse me,” he said. “I desperately need to get to Manchester. Are there any spare
seats? It’s really urgent.”
The driver looked at David in amusement. “How urgent?”
“My daughter’s quite ill. I need to get back.”
“You could be in luck. I think there’s one. You’ll need to have a word with the steward,
Bill. And here he comes.”
Bill joined the driver in looking at David as if he’d just landed from another planet.
“I wonder if you could help me,” said David. “I urgently need to get to Manchester. Your
driver tells me there’s a spare seat on your coach. Is there any chance you could take me, please?”
Bill looked at David again. His clothes were unusual, but he was smart. Bill thought he
might be able to make some money out of this situation so he said, “What’s it worth?”
“Unfortunately I’ve no money – or, at least, I’ve no money you’d take from me.”
“What do you mean?”
“It’s a very complicated story. I’ll tell you what, why don’t I explain what’s happened on
the way up to Manchester?”
“Pay up, or you’re not coming,” is what David expected Bill to say, but instead he
said,”OK, then. I’m feeling kind.” He thought it would be worth it to have some fun with this
intriguing strange guy. He may even be an alien. That would be a good story.
David looked at the way in which his fellow passengers were dressed and felt conspicuous. Many
had elaborately patterned shirts with flared trousers and some wore jackets with large lapels. He
was pretty much the opposite. His striped shirt was accompanied by a very conservative blue tie
(at least that was the right colour), his trousers were straight and the lapels on his jacket were
considerably narrower. The lads on the bus sported a strange mix of hairstyles. The raucous
group at the back – in which he recognised the two intimidating looking fans he had seen earlier
– had very close cropped hair or even shaved heads, while some of the others sported long hair in
a style seldom seen any more. David fell somewhere in between. He thought he looked normal
but the glances he was receiving from his fellow passengers suggested they did not feel the same
way.
Bill spoke for the whole bus when he said, “Are you heading for a fancy dress party?”
“No,” said David.
“Then why are you dressed in such strange clothes?”
It wasn’t an easy question to answer.
A young man two rows behind lit a cigarette, and a few moments later an older man to
his right followed suit. “Aren’t you going to stop them smoking?” asked David, but he then he
realised how ridiculous his question must seem.
“What do you mean?” asked Bill, genuinely perplexed.
David sighed. “Nothing.” He sat quietly and hoped the whole bus wasn’t going to start
smoking.
“How come you haven’t got any money?” asked Bill.
Again, this was a tricky question. He was about to explain he did have money but from a
different era but he stopped himself. He wasn’t sure that Bill wouldn’t have thought he was
making fun of him if he’d started to try to explain decimal currency. Instead, looking for the
sympathy vote, he tried, “I was mugged in the toilets.”
“Have you phoned the police?”
“No, not yet.”
“Oh,” said Bill, losing interest.
A few miles later the man behind tapped David on the shoulder. “What are you doing here?”
“Going to Manchester,” replied David. He didn’t feel like elaborating on the story.
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“Presumably you like football, then?”
David was in luck. It was a simple question to which he could give the correct answer. “Of
course.”
“Who do you reckon will win tonight?”
That was an interesting question. David was the only person on the coach who knew the
answer.
“Put your money on a Chelsea win. I think you might go behind, but don’t panic if you do;
an equaliser will come and then I can see the game going into extra time. I confidently predict
you’ll win 2-1. In fact, when you get to Manchester, find the nearest bookies and put £20 on it.”
“£20!” said Bill. “How much money do you think we have? This isn’t millionaires’ day out,
you know.”
“And how are we going to get to a bookie and put a bet on a single match? What planet
are you on?” said Bill’s mate behind. The time warp had come into play again.
The thoughtful, rather quiet man sitting diagonally behind Bill made his first
contribution. “You seem very convinced, mate. Can you see into the future?”

“Thanks,” said David as the fans got off the coach. “I appreciate your help.”
“You’re all right,” said Bill. “It was no skin off anyone’s nose and interesting to meet such a man
of mystery.” David had managed to avoid explaining fully what had happened – or what he
thought had happened. Football chat had consumed the time sufficiently.
“Hope the game goes well,” said David as he hurried off.
His next job was to make a phone call so he had to relive the quaint little scenario of premobile days where a need to make a phone call required a sometimes long and painstaking
search for a phone box. He also wanted to make his way away from the stadium so he could hear
himself think. He eventually turned into a quiet, tree lined road and found what he was looking
for.
He had to ask Kate to accept a reverse charge call. She did, but was very surprised by the
request. When did anyone last do that?
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He explained he was in Manchester and would need a lift. “I’m actually near Old Trafford
and normally you could pick me up from there, but don’t go there now. It’s heaving with football
traffic. I’ll walk to somewhere relatively close. Can you pick me up at the traffic lights in
Chorlton?”
“David, what are you talking about? There’s no match at Old Trafford tonight.”
“Of course there is.”
“I can assure you there isn’t. Walk back there and I’ll pick you up at the crossroads
opposite that pub,” and Kate hung up without giving David the chance to negotiate any other
arrangement.
David assessed the situation. He didn’t have the money for public transport and he wasn’t
prepared to walk home. What was Kate talking about? He would feel a right fool if he rang back
again and she may be less accommodating if he did that. He was curious about what Kate had
said so he thought the only thing he could do was walk back to the stadium and rethink his
options.
When he arrived back at the stadium the area was practically deserted and after a few
minutes Kate arrived in her car.
David was too shocked to speak on the way home. Once or twice he opened his mouth but no
words were forthcoming. He certainly had no answer to the most difficult of many difficult
questions which had been posed that day.
“David – where’s your car?”

Sometime cover supervisor at Bolton School, sometime delivery driver and sometime language
tutor, Pete Cropper enjoys writing when he can and is currently trying to concentrate on shorter
pieces and stories. His website www.petercropper.co.uk details his two published works. He would
be delighted if you visited it.
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Flushed
DJ Harrison
"I don't fancy going down there on my own." I help O'Malley slide the manhole cover onto the
pavement. He exchanges the lifter in my right hand for a torch.
"Here. Now get on with it before the traffic gets bad."
Jobs are hard to find these days, even ones like mine.
I flick on the beam, locate the ladder and begin my descent.
"I'll open up on East 54th Street. Make sure you walk in the right direction." O'Malley's
chuckle is the last thing I hear before the cover is dragged back into position and my grey shaft of
comfort is extinguished.
At the foot of the ladder there is a slow trickle. In a couple of hours, Manhattan will
awake and I'd be wading waist deep. A dozen eyes reflect the torchlight, tiny pinpricks in closely
grouped pairs. The rats are making the most of the gentle stream before it turns into a torrent.
My heart is beating more steadily now, my nostrils are getting accustomed to the familiar
stench and I am beginning to feel more comfortable. O'Malley's right, it's a two man job, one to
walk the sewer and identify the blockage, the other to open up the exit. He insists that standing
in the middle of the street protected only by two pathetic traffic cones is the more hazardous of
the two tasks.
I am halfway to the intersection, my light picks out a thick cable laid out across my path.
Cautiously, I follow its length until I come to the main coil. Lazy eyes stare directly at me. I take
a few deep breaths despite the malodorous nature of the air. It's six or eight feet long, the width
of my forearm, and has a distinct bulge just behind its head. I'm no expert on snakes but I
reckon python or anaconda quietly digesting a rat.
It seems a shame to merely walk past and report to O'Malley. By the time we get help,
the traffic will be impossible. I pull out a rope from my bag and fashion a noose. The snake
accepts it meekly but is reluctant to move when I pull on it.
Slowly, it uncoils and slides into the water where it becomes easy for me to drag it along
behind me. We make good progress, I can see the open manhole ahead. O'Malley will be pleased
with me, I'm sure. I'll get him to take a photo then I'll show it to Helen and little Jimmy. He'll
think his dad's a hero.
I can hear O'Malley's voice, see his fat head poking through the hole. It sounds like he's
encouraging me. It's as if he knows about the snake and is excited.
I arrive directly below him before I understand his shouts. Suddenly, there is a terrible
pain in my thigh, I fall headlong into the sewage and feel myself dragged away from the light.
"Watch out for the alligator," are the last words I hear.

D.J. Harrison likes writing novels, tweeting as @djharrison99 and blogging as Northern Writer
(http://djharrison99.blogspot.com/). He has four children, four grandchildren and four chickens.
This provides him with eggs, fun and inspiration, not necessarily in that order.
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Recapture
Patricia Preece
I walked into the room her face was pale
and yet I could see her youth behind the matured face
I held her hand in mine
her dark hair now had turned to grey.
So much excitement in her eyes
like a sailing boat out for its first sail
my heart skipped beats every time she looked at me
so long ago she was mine.
Inside I was trembling as her girlish look stared at me
her eyes danced as if she remembered
my soft voice and my boyish smile
I spoke and I know she came alive.
I remember the days when we laughed together
as children we loved each other and time went swiftly by
I felt I had to pay my visit today
and to recapture my youth when love intervened.
Her eyes told me a story of some deep love she held
but she couldn’t remember his name
her daughter entered the room took my hand and said
“hello you must be Mum’s friend…my name is Grace.”
“I knew your mum from her being a very young girl”
her pale face looked at me again and she smiled taking my hand
warmed at that moment she knew who I was
at last she had recaptured our time together from so long ago.

Patricia Preece: Pat lives in Lea, Preston, and has retired. She says: I love to write nostalgic
poetry, and I have had many poems published in the Lancashire Telegraph, and also with United
Press. I won third prize on the Writers’ Forum website, of which I was proud.
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Skin Deep
Elle-Marie Hinchcliffe
This is a story of fragments of lives. A story of jealousy, anger, mistrust, but mostly, a story of
love.
Dear Clare,
I am writing to tell you that I am unable to stay in England. I hope you can forgive and
understand. I do not feel a telephone call would be appropriate. Of course, you may decide not to
read this letter. If that is the case, it is I who understands. My behaviour at the airport was
unforgiveable.
I can only say that I have been ill, but that is not quite the truth. Artists are essentially
liars, but it is only in shadowing and highlighting events that we are able to see it all, make
sense of what we see, for to say that I have been blind is more apt.
But, self-confession is not me. I wanted to say, do not imagine that you love me, or that I
could ever have loved you. Emotions are mainly skin-deep. By the way, I saw a photograph of
you the other day. I think you should cut your hair. Sorry if this sounds severe, but it is in the
end the most sensible thing I can say, and yes, it is important, for both of us. I am no good at
struggling with words. Enjoy every second of your life. Put me out of your mind. Me, and all of
this. Promise.
Goodbye.
Christian
Marianne is not crying. She is calm, collected even as she waits. She will do the sensible thing.
She will quietly leave. There is no sharp pain, no hard edge of memory left. Time stretches and
floats.
In a way, everything has occurred as planned. Her suitcase is packed, and there is the
shining newness of a ring around her finger. There is the clearest full moon riding over the town
and the sky is bright with splinters of stars. Christian has the tickets in his pocket, and the
bridal suite is booked.
He is wearing a new navy silk suit, but has exchanged the crisp white shirt for a light,
jersey polo. He is calm, collected, confident. Quite possibly a dignified man, for he cannot bear
loss of dignity in beings who seem only too glad to discard it. Christian is a film-maker, never
merely adequate, always outstanding, never manipulated, always the manipulator. He is an
artist, a genius of creativity, but, completed creations, however perfect, are skin-deep, soon
forgotten. He needs constant inspiration, stimuli. He has no time to wait.
In three short weeks, Marianne has gained thirteen pounds. Thirteen is an unlucky
number. She has a plan to become very thin again, startle him with her beauty, since she knows
she cannot startle him with the fullness of her expectancy. She does not know this for a
certainty, but feels it through her skin. She is a Sagittarian. Psychic intuition is her gift.
Marianne has been happy. Now, she walks with bowed head and her eyes are puddles of
mascara. The furnace of Christian’s love for her is burning low, and his lack of sweetness sends
her craving. Christian too, is craving, Christian is bored. To ease the pain, Marianne writes to
Christian letters which she does not send. Poems, which she hides beneath her pillow. Evidence,
which would damn her irrevocably in his eyes. By day she wears dark glasses. She is never
without make-up, precise attention to dress. She is an actress. She is used to camouflage. Fame
is skin-deep. She knows her part. She even laughs gaily as she flits from scene to scene, fearing
that he will see her secret pain.
But, Christian is already playing other games, creating other fantasies to weave around
his mind, to lust for, to create, possess.
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Marianne has other admirers. They find her entrancing. She sighs and smiles
accordingly, drowning in their admiration. They find her beautiful, she finds herself ridiculous.
Sometimes she goes with them to private views at galleries, to new-wave films at cinemas, to
expensive restaurants, but she is cold, aloof and they are angry and confused. They return to
their rooms and write songs for her, ballads for a Spanish guitar, they feel that they could die
longing for her. Mostly, they decide against it. Marianne vomits, but becomes no thinner.
Marianne tries on dresses, blues, purples, bright scarlet, but they cannot hide her pallor. She
pinches her cheeks, puts on red lipstick, but her mirrored reflection is as ice. Marianne dials
Christian’s number, but there is no answer. Marianne goes to the studio, but he is not there. He
has left already, and he is not alone.
The new girl at the studio is not unlike Marianne. She is called Clare, and has smooth,
fair skin and wide eyes. People seeing her remember Marianne when they first saw her.
Perhaps Christian does too, for he takes her to places he took Marianne. Knowing his taste for
long hair, she has grown hers. He persuades her to dye it, and she does. She models herself on
Marianne. Perhaps he knows. She is very thin, and very young. Marianne, though little older,
is mature by comparison. She dresses in her favourite black dress, and highest of heels, sipping
the drink he has bought her, watching him. She tried to divert his attention, but he knows she is
unsuccessful. Her skin is sallow. Christian ignores her. He is an artist. He needs his muse.
At dawn, Marianne is waiting. He does not ring. She catches a taxi to Christian’s. She
is frozen in her thin dress. He is not pleased to see her. He is angry with her for calling, angry
with her undignified behaviour. Mostly he is angry with her for looking ugly. He can never
forgive her. Marianne looks into him, wills him to remember their love. He takes her arm,
pushes her out onto the red-carpeted steps, closes the door. She stays there, unable to move.
The new girl comes out, asks her politely if she will be alright. Marianne stares at her
and sees only herself. The girl’s skin is creamy-smooth, her hair freshly tousled, her lips, sly as
treacle. She smiles sweetly. Marianne can see through her.
Marianne is at home, and she is getting ready. She has drawn money out of her trust
account to purchase all she needs. Marianne is going on a journey. She has arranged everything
at the studio. She has an important role to play. She has lain in her bath for what seems hours.
She is clean, freshly scented. Musk-rose and cinnamon. The taxi has been requested. She is
patient, calmed by the endless pale circlets. She wants nothing but Christian. She understands
him now, completely. Love. How often the cycle repeats itself. She has worked hard.
Everything is waiting just as he would want it to be. She has dispensed with dressers, set
arrangers. She can create all he needs. She, Marianne, is all he needs. She has woven cobwebs
of the future, rich-gold of the present, destroyed unnecessary jetsam of the past. He will see it
and understand. The doorbell rings, she makes her way down, down from her narrow tower to
the waiting taxi, it seems she floats. Her dress is white, pure, billowing around her limbs.
“It is a limited edition, Madam,” the shop girl says, “it is French. Lacroix.”
Its sculptured form caresses her.
“It is a dress you could never tire of, Madam.”
“Do you think Christian will tire of it?”
“I, I’m sure that he will love it, Madam.”
Marianne, too, is sure as it swims around her that he will love it too. Golden bands
entwine her waist, plaited threads of light weaving around her. Her hair lies in damp newlywashed tendrils around her shoulders. She is breathing with longing. At this late hour there is
no traffic on the roads. The taxi floats through red lights without stopping as Marianne rushes
to her castle. The great door swings before her as she enters. Within, the ceiling, floor and walls
are blindingly light, and the room is scented with musk-rose and cinnamon. Marianne glides
towards her waiting bed.
Christian is at the airport. The night is cool, unpleasant against his skin. He raises his
head, stares at the stars. Splinters of the moon Marianne calls them, he remembers. They seem
to pierce his heart. It is a new sensation. He reels, as if with shock. In the neon lights the new
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girl’s face seems drained of colour. A pale cameo of Marianne. Her hand seems heavy in his and
does not fit. She seems shapeless, transparent. Behind her he sees the image of Marianne as if
through glass, and she is waiting. Pure, ethereal, frightened Marianne. His child within her. A
flame of tenderness pulses through him.
Christian is kissing her hair, stroking away her tears, making old vows again which, with
a sob of joy, she knows he means.
“We have to go!”
The new girl’s voice is coarse beside him. She takes his arm. He is shivering and, oh, so
tired. The winds wind over him, sweet-smelling, musk-rose and cinnamon, and she looks at him,
unshed tears knot in pain. It is as if she is not there, as if something new and tremulous is being
born, beneath the blue bruise of night, and it hurts like nothing he has ever known.
Marianne is lying on the floor.
There is a camera pressed against the wall and she is ready for her filming. It is one
minute to twelve, but perhaps the clock has stopped. She has learned that he can be unreliable.
Learnt that time is her enemy. She is waiting. Waiting to be found. She is pretty and sweetsmelling, musk-rose and cinnamon, bewitching in swathes of white chiffon and net, lily-pale. Her
lips tingle beneath the gloss. Her hair falls like a shroud. Her head is light. She seems almost
to spin gently, as if on silken waves of ebbing water. Marianne is tired.
She has worked hard, weaving waxen fruit and flowers into the tapestry of abundance.
He will appreciate it. She need not fear. She spans the day on which she rose, pink and pretty.
The day on which he did not call. The day on which the small white note within its envelope
spread its message over her. The day on which she tottered on high heels to run through two
more scenes, cocooned in confusion. Marianne is an actress, a professional. Now, she is ready for
filming again. This will be a scene to remember. How long the minutes are. The clock,
powerless to move the day. Her hand reaches to touch the flowers’ fallen petals, already wilting.
Rapunzel, Rapunzel, let down your hair. But there is no-one to save Marianne. No one to climb
her ebony tower.
Marianne is looking at herself from the inside, out. Memory woven into present, dream
into reality. Marianne, who smiled and laughed. Marianne, decked in sparkling white, twirling
in high heels, incandescent. Marianne, who could not hold him. Marianne, prisoner of the lens
floating free of tangles, rocked in her illusions, down, down, to Camelot. Marianne, half-sick of
shadows.
Oh, how he will like this. The realistic insubstantiality. Did she not know she was a
figment of his imagination? That the artist’s love for his creation is fickle, short-lived?
Foolish Marianne.
The ways to a man’s heart is through his stomach. She strokes her swollen flesh, once
flat and silent. Works and reworks fact and fantasy between her fingers. Runs him through her
mind. Winds him through her.
There are two candles at her head, sheathed in silver. She lies, luminescent, in her
harvest bower. This will be her greatest performance, her triumph, he sacrifice. Her skin glows
in soft focus, and she shivers. As the pills take hold of her she feels she is diffusing. But they
will bring her sleep until he comes. For, he will come. Marianne, Sleeping Beauty, is waiting for
her prince. He will kneel, bend to kiss her. But, whisper now, for this is the fear from which she
flees. Christian will kiss her with a lover’s kiss, never to know that should she press her waiting
lips to his, her kiss would be that of a mother.
Marianne, earth mother now, is lying on the floor, concealed life within her, as she rests
upon her bed of myrtle – Marianne Ophelia.
Her eyes are closed, splintered by tiny prisms of light, falling like confetti upon her
cheeks. Soon Christian will come, to gather in his harvest. Marianne is beautiful, drifting in
soft, binding weeds, drowning, for appearances are skin-deep, deceptive. Marianne, wrapped in
dreams, hears, somewhere, a voice sobbing. That of one who has lost a child.
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There are many stories, fragments of lives. Stories of jealousy, anger, mistrust. This has been
one of those, but mostly, it has been about love.

Elle-Marie Hinchcliffe holds a degree in graphic art, is a founder member of Never Bury Poetry
and its designer. She has won prizes including the Fylde Poetry Competition and the Lancashire
Authors’ Association Poetry Competition and has taught creative writing and piano. She adores
poetry and the psychological novel, has presented an anthology of poetry she co-edited to the
President of Ireland and lives somewhere between poetry and the pages of an on-going (very ongoing!) first novel.
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Her
Hayley Noble
She was a shard of glass in a pencil skirt, Rouge
Noir arrow heads tipping 10 accusing fingers making grown
men groan. Steel smooth fabric hills and valleys between jutted
bones searching for food; fashion to famine via black coffee and cigarettes.
The depressions around her eyes cause depression around the room
in between bunkers of desks and defences of files, the daily war. Ducking
and flinching the cut-throat words sent humming
across heads of the hemmed in herds; don’t look up. No
respite or reprieve until the final tick sends flourishes of overcoats and
umbrellas toward the door with diverted eyes. So she sits alone,
tapping, waiting for the contactless contact to fill the empty spaces between breaths; until
tomorrow.

Hayley Noble: Young, attractive redhead enjoys writing odd poetry and taking long walks. Still
trying to find her niche and still trying to finish writing a children’s book. Can write for hours on
the benefits of procrastination.
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Maytime
Dea Parkin
I look everywhere for the sword. I can’t see it.
The sun shines brightly. As of course it would. I’m not sure whether it makes today
harder or easier. I spent so many years in Paris where the springs were always beautiful and, as
I remember, the summers always fine and warm. London has too many grey days damp with
murk and drizzle. But this golden May day is not one of them.
I still can’t spy the sword. Nor any sign yet of my husband.
They say he’s not my husband anymore, and some say he never was. But the reasons
they give for that are ridiculous. I couldn’t believe them, no one intelligent would. Unfortunately
that still leaves a lot of people. Ignorant, uneducated. Hateful. And, unfortunately, hating me. I
never used to care, I never thought they mattered. But some of them are shouting now and
letting their un-fine feelings be known. I’m glad there are enough people here of sense; they’ve
silenced them.
I am quite disappointed in the size of the crowd. It reminds me of that other grand
London occasion when the crowds weren’t what you’d expect. And they were aggravatingly silent.
No loyal cheers, no cries of support or glad expressions of best wishes. I was furious! They’re
quiet today too, now the disrespectful jeerers have been put in their place, but it’s a thrilled hush
of anticipation. Not the same thing at all.
As I draw nearer, there is a murmur of appreciation from those towards the front who
hadn’t seen my approach. Good. I have dressed well ¬– but when haven’t I? I carry myself with
pride. Poised, serene. I wouldn’t let myself down by appearing any other way. I sense admiration.
There was always that, even from those who despised me and what I stood for. But I never
courted it where I shouldn’t. I didn’t, honestly. Not all those years back when he was still
married ¬– he did all the running, believe me ¬–and not in recent months either. I am innocent. I
am too clever to be otherwise. As surely he knows.
Dare I risk a look backwards, just to see if he’s coming? Yes, a quick glimpse. I think it
will look only as though I’m tossing my hair over my shoulders, before I remember the long
tresses are coiffed. And the emotion that overwhelmed me when I dressed rushes through me
again. I don’t stumble, I don’t even pause in my steady elegant pace. But anyone looking in my
face would have seen. I swiftly readjust my expression to hauteur. I don’t think anyone noticed.
I still can’t see the sword. I push down the panic which threatens my composure. The
sword isn’t visible, but I can’t see anything else, so it must be there. It must, it must. Swallow.
Keep the head up, shoulders back. Not far now.
This moment has been an eternity coming. Sunrise, a few long hours ago, seems like
yesterday, and last week, when this outcome could hardly have been whispered in the gloomy
passageways, was someone else’s life. Who hated me so much? Who was so afraid for themselves
they dare not protect me? As for New Year, or last summer, our daughter’s birth, the wedding…I
can barely remember. This dark sad cloud chokes all. I am lost.
Even now, he might come and find me, or send word. Perhaps it’s a joke in sour taste. He
has shown a bitter temper lately. Perhaps he means to punish me for my scolding ways, my
temper, my intolerance. Maybe I must accept he will be unfaithful. But it is so hard! He was
unfaithful before, with her, because he was unhappy! Then I came along, and all changed. He
was steadfast, intoxicated with his love for me. Bewitched. No, not that. Just passionately,
absolutely in love. As was I. In time. But I was the mistress – in word though not in deed until I
was sure of his intention – and I never expected anyone to supplant my place when at last we
were married. His first wife was old, and unable to entertain him how he liked, with wit or with
her body. Yet I am still young. My blood still warms at his touch, my flesh quivers. I can still do
my duty, I think, and find pleasure in it. So why was I not enough? Is he even now with Jane,
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and not hurrying to me? I repress a shudder. He will come. He must. One more swift glance
behind. He is not there.
And now I must climb. My limbs are heavy, like when I had the fever. I will mount the
steps evenly, I will not pause. The fabric of my gown reassuringly falls against my legs as I gain
the platform. I could be about to lead a graceful dance, with everyone’s eyes turned towards me.
My horror drains away as I turn towards my audience and begin to speak. I no longer have that
feeling. I no longer feel.
I have learned this speech by heart and I have learned it well. The words spring from me,
with the correct inflection, the right modest simple looks. I have still not quite given up hope and
I can’t prevent my eyes raking the space behind the crowd. Oh, let him have his silly pretty Janes
if he must, but let him still hold me! My brain listens to these rehearsed words I’m saying. He
isn’t going to come. I should be full of pride and fury, scourging his name and reputation with
scornful, contemptuous speech. Let them know how I regard him! But no. I promised myself, this
outrage will clamour loud for eternity. My name will never be forgotten. So, let everyone see an
aspect to me they can admire. I won’t pander to base expectations. He might yet come. Dignity is
all I can impress with now, so dignity it must be.
My words come to their conclusion. There is a murmur of respect, some applause –
heartfelt I am sure. I still have friends alive and one or two are here. I am glad my daughter is
not. How terrible this will be for her. And I feel a last great throb of sorrow that we two won’t
explore life’s joys and griefs together. Tears start to my eyes, but I compel my heart to stone and
my face follows. I kneel. I’ve considered it so many times in privacy that it feels quite natural.
Welcome, even. The figure beside me says his strange words and I respond. I begin my prayers. I
have always meant them, but now the words give my heart access to a true understanding. It
would never have been the same in Latin, I’m sure.
And now I catch a glimpse of the lovely long French sword as my deliverer takes it
gleaming from the straw beyond my face. It is big and heavy and surely very sharp. My prayers
comfort me and I do not shiver. My prayers…
My eyes look around in panic and my mouth forms the words, but nothing comes. I can
stop now. It is over.

The Circle’s chair. Long ago, Dea Parkin managed to find a degree course which allowed three
years’ study of Henry VIII and his court. She still finds it the most fascinating period in British
history, and Henry the most riveting murderer.
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Haiku
Shelley White
Crumbling castle
Bounded by a moat once water-full
Where ghosts slip away
***
Bronze Age circle
Filling the surrounding ditch
Last autumn's leaves
***
Buttercup morning
Leaping across the field
A startled deer, eyes fixed
***

Shelley White has a Certificate in Creative Writing. You can read more of her work in 'Health
Matters' (2008), and online in Words With Jam, The Pygmy Giant, Every Day Poets and
Scribblers On The Roof. She tweets in haiku at www.twitter.com/haikumad
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The Counsellor
Rebecca Peers
I spill my guts. They slide onto the white lino. The four white walls close in on me and my pain,
the air becomes heavy.
‘Tissue?’ the Counsellor asks.
I take it and dab gingerly.
‘Is that everything?’
I look at the mess, then at my lap and the saturated tissue and nod.
The Counsellor stares at my spillage. She kneels down and probes the gore with a finger,
searches. Silence. Items are picked out, indescribable, horrible. She passes them to me one by one
until my arms are full.
‘Let’s talk,’ says the Counsellor.
We dissect and discuss.
‘What now?’ I ask.
‘Now you help yourself.’
I exit the room and bow my head to look at the putrescence in my arms. Then I pile every
last bit into my mouth. Reality returns.

Rebecca Peers: A full time mum, I strive for balance. Constantly juggling perfectionism and the
disorganisation of a creative mind, I live by the watchword spontaneity.
One of my most enjoyable recent experiences stems from a split second decision when driving past
a local park in the pouring rain. I parked up and, together with my little girl, ran over the boggy
grass in inappropriate shoes, giggling with pure joy. I have never heard my toddler laugh so
much, and I have never noticed as much as in that moment the beauty of nature; everything
around me seemed to take on an extraordinary life of its own.
I try to squeeze as much of this randomness and lateral thinking into my writing as possible. But
it isn’t easy!
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Graffiti
Alan Lock
“karen loves Andy”
It says so on the wall
“Forever”
She admires his spit,
the drag on his cigarette,
his stance – hard
Designed for girls.
Unsure if she desires sex
or his attention.
The day is almost upon her
when she will consent
to the rapid flurry of
pent up teenage passion.
In the cold, against a wall
clumsy, fumbling fingers
rummage through pubic hair;
trembling, anxious breathing as
she un-skillfully yanks at his cock.
Walls still stand
where words have weathered.
Buildings like people
grow old, fall apart.
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Under My Green-Eyed Glare
Dea Parkin
Under my green-eyed glare
Her poise rebuffs my attention
So secure is she in her loveliness.
Oh she is a diamond
So polished you can’t see her for the shine
Sitting smoothly sleek, serene
Her head tilted at just the right angle of interest
Moved, maybe, yet unmoving.
I seek her eyes for emotions
Mascara barbed wire fence
And eye-liner wall
Hide anything, everything
But applied brilliance.
Has she schooled herself not to blink?
Unblinking, blinkered by beauty
Like the man who’s brought her here
The man I would willingly spread myself out before –
But my reality is too messy.
He prefers pristine perfection.
Her cool so close heats my hate
If I spit on her it would simply add gloss.

Inspired by watching the wife of a top tennis player watching him at a tournament. Dea Parkin
likes tennis a lot and wishes she could play it better. She practises or watches it on TV when she
should be working on her novel.
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A Year to be Proud of the Red Rose
Pete Cropper
Of course, every year is a year in which to be proud Lancastrians, but our cricketers’ triumph
means that should apply more than ever in 2011.
Lancashire CCC won the county championship for, in the case of most of us, the first time
in our lives. Although our team shared the title with Surrey in 1950 this was the first time it had
been won outright for 77 years.
To put this into context, when we last won George V was on the throne and Ramsay
MacDonald was Prime Minister, while in Germany someone called Adolf Hitler had become
Chancellor the previous year. The East Lancashire Road linking Liverpool and Manchester was
opened in the same year as our last triumph – 1934.
The lack of success hasn’t been for want of trying. Over the years Lancashire have
brought in big names from overseas such as Clive Lloyd and Wasim Akram in an attempt to end
the drought but it was all to no avail. What makes this year’s triumph all the sweeter is that the
team has been built around young Lancastrians. When the winning runs were hit in the crucial
last match at Taunton the lads in the middle were Bolton’s Karl Brown and Steven Croft from
Blackpool.
So the championship pennant flies proudly above Old Trafford – ironic, as, thanks to the
ground’s being redeveloped, no championship cricket was played there this summer. Most games
were played at Liverpool which, even in the meteorological car crash summer that was 2011, has
much less rain than Manchester.
Have we finally uncovered the secret? Or was it simply a bunch of Lancashire lads and
honorary Lancashire lads fully committed to doing well for our great county?
We need to give them much more than a passing thought on November 27th!

I have had two books published: “From Great Broughton to Great Britain: Peter Gorley, Rugby
League forward” and “Bowing Out”, my first novel. Signed copies of both are available from me.
Please visit www.petercropper.co.uk
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The Shadow of your Smile
Brian Preece
I don’t need any help bringing in the shopping these days. There’s only two bags. Even then,
there’s too much. I threw out half an iceberg, yesterday. I’ll probably throw out half of this one. I
tried one of those bags the other week, but the salad went off in a couple of days. It’s not the
same shopping for one.
Anyway, I’ll have a cuppa and a scone, before I unpack. I can just imagine your face,
seeing the plastic bags. I threw away your re-useable ones. I don’t care about the planet, I just
want clean bags. You called me a stupid woman and criticised me for leaving lights on. Well, I’ve
just left the kitchen lights on, and now all the lounge lights are on.
It’s him again. The one on the news, talking about the crime wave in Manchester. You
said it couldn’t be, but it’s him, he has that smile, those thin lips. And anyway he’s wearing the
same cap. OK the band is different, but it’s the same cap. I told you about how he watched me
parking the car. It took me eight goes to get it straight in the lines.
Well he was there again today. I deliberately parked across the lines. I could see him
watching me, even though, when I got out, he turned away and was talking to a customer. I could
feel his eyes following me as I went into the supermarket. He’s a coward, a yellow-bellied coward.
When I got back to my car, there was no notice on my windscreen. He didn’t have the courage to
book me.
I’ve made too much dinner. I don’t think I’ll ever get used to cooking for one. I’ll put the
vegetables in the freezer, with the others. It’s so strange, eating alone. Don’t get me wrong, I
don’t miss you one bit. I feel as if I’ve escaped from a prison, but sometimes I just feel alone.
It was you who started it. I could see you, innocently whistling tunelessly, as you read the
paper. I knew what you were reading, the lonely hearts column. I knew you wanted to get rid of
me, but I got in there first. At least now, I can watch what I want. You used to make me watch
the news twice every night. Well I’m watching it now. There’s nothing else on. I think I’ll just go
to bed.
He’s out there. I don’t need to move the curtains, I know he’s there, but they can’t put
anything on me. You said I was stupid, but it was you who was the stupid one. I mean, it was so
simple. Accidental they said. Misadventure. I told you the handbrake didn’t work. The same as
last time. I worked out exactly how long it would take you to remove the back wheels and crawl
under the car. Do you remember? I came out and asked if you wanted a cuppa. ‘That would be
great, love.’ Those were your last words. I was surprised how easy it was. I didn’t have to push
hard. I just leaned on the car until it fell off the jack. I can still hear the sigh.
I went back into the house and vacuumed it through. I made your favourite shepherd’s
pie, before I came back out and ‘discovered’ your body in the garage. You should have seen me at
the neighbours’. I would have got an Oscar for my performance. She’s been totally different with
me since then. You know how she used to hate me, because I was always telling her children off.
They were the devil’s children. They’re a lot better, now they’re grown up. I’m not so sure about
her. She’s too nice. I’m sure she’s after my money, she keeps asking if there is anything she can
do for me. I’m going to have to keep my eye on her.
I know he’s out there, across the street, watching the house. He was at the checkout,
today. I recognised him, he had the shadow of your smile.

Brian Preece is enjoying his retirement painting and writing. He says: I’ve written the first draft
of a novel and have begun a second. Both need more time than I can give them (some problem with
priorities). Also a few short stories and poems. Talking of which, I’ve discovered haiku and
Twitter, both of which I enjoy. Employing both my hobbies, I’ve made contributions to Aware in
words and pictures.
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